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Asian Literature

Visit your school library and ask your librarian to help you find stories from, 
or about, Asia, from countries such as China, Vietnam, India, and Japan.  

Choose THREE to read.  When you are finished, complete the activities below.   

1. Complete a brief book summary for each book you read.

       

               

2. Using these books as a model, write your own story of Asia.  Will you write a folk tale or 
a longer narrative?  Perhaps you’ll write a poem that tells a story.  Include things that 
you have learned about Asia.  Be creative, illustrate your work, and publish it in a book 
form.  Share your story! 

Story Title & Author Genre
Main Idea

Story Title & Author Genre
Main Idea

Story Title & Author Genre
Main Idea
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Movement – How A Car Gets 
From There to Here!

Asian automakers have quite a task when they build cars in countries such as 
JAPAN and KOREA and have to deliver them to your hometown car dealership.  

While many of these Asian cars are now assembled in North America, many still 
come from across the Pacific Ocean.  

Choose ONE of these Asian car manufacturers and research how their cars are 
transported from the FACTORY to your LOCAL DEALERSHIP.

Toyota       Honda       Nissan       Mazda       Hyundai       Kia

Use the following organizer to help you collect your facts.  Share your findings.

Where is the factory?

How does the car get from
the factory to the sea?

How is it transported 
across the sea?
How long does it take?

Where does it arrive 
in North America?

How is it transported to  
my local car dealership?
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Human/Environment Interactions – 
Changing Populations

Throughout Asia, growing populations are having a serious affect on that 
natural environment.  As populated areas expand, many natural habitats are 

being threatened.  As these areas grow, more resources, such as wood for 
building and water for drinking are needed.  

Choose ONE Asian country and complete the web showing how the items on the web 
are being AFFECTED by that country’s growing population.  You will have to do some 
research before beginning your web.

You may add any other items to your web that you wish.  Share your web with your class, 
and compare their chosen country to yours.

Country’s Name

Farming and
Land Use Transportation

Human 
Environment

Natural 
Resources

Trade

Animal 
Species

Health of
PeopleAnimal 

Habitats
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Regions - Guess the Region Game

Number of Players: 
• Two, three or four

How to Make Your Game

1. Write the names of these twelve Asian regions, one name on each card.

 Ural Mountains Arabian Desert Gobi Desert  
Malabar Coast Himalayas mountain range Kashmir

 North China Plain Mekong Delta Caucasus
 West Siberian Plain Plateau of Tibet Anatolia

2. On the same side as the name, describe that region’s relative location, using such 
things as other countries, large bodies of water, etc., and the physical features found 
in that region.  You may also want to include the languages spoken there.

You Will Need:
• Twelve large recipe cards
• Physical map of Asia
• Pencil and paper

Part A

Part B

 This activity is designed to help you develop your skills with identifying regions, 
and your ability to use relative location.  Asia has many regions, and each can be 
described in many ways.  Have fun creating a geography game!

How to Play the Game

1. Player A reads aloud a region’s relative location and physical features without saying 
its name.

2. Player B listens to the descriptions, and using the map for help, tries to name the 
region.  Player B can have the description read to him or her only twice.

3. If Player B guesses the correct region, score 10 points.

4. If Player B cannot guess the correct region, lose 5 points.

5. Player B now chooses a card and reads it aloud.  Follow Steps One to Four.

6. Continue until all of the cards have been read.

7. The player with the most points becomes a “Region Expert”.
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Place - Comparisons

Use a chart like this one to collect information about the two countries you have chosen.

Country Physical Vegetation Where People Historical  
Name Characteristics and Animal Live and What Landmarks      
  Species They Do   

          

Create a series of ILLUSTRATED COMPARISON CARDS on 18-inch by 24-inch paper or Bristol 
board.  Create one for each of the columns in your chart.  Here is a brief example:

Add as much detail as you can to each of your four comparison cards.  Display them 
in your classroom.  Instead of drawings, you may choose to use cut out pictures as your 
illustrations.

Asia is a continent of CONTRASTS.  There are hot and dry places, there are 
mountains and valleys, and there are small villages and large cities.   Choose TWO 
countries in Asia.  They may be on opposite coasts (i.e., west coast, east coast), or 
have opposite physical characteristics (i.e., rainforest, desert).  You may choose 
any two countries you wish, as long as they are very DIFFERENT from one another.

Physical Characteristics
 Russia India

coniferous forest rainforest 

Amur tiger tiger

drawings
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Location – Travel Brochure
This activity is designed to help you develop your skills with location, 
and your ability to use relative location.  Have fun creating a travel 

brochure for your school!

To create your school’s travel brochure, follow these steps:

1. Collect some real travel brochures and read them to see how they are set up.

2. Complete a panel like the following for each of the following rooms in your school:

 my classroom music room  library
 the office lunchroom  gymnasium

Sample panel:

Each panel can become a page in your brochure.  Create a title page for your 
brochure and color all your illustrations.  You may also want to include a map of your 
school on your brochure.  Have fun!

Gymnasium

Absolute location:  
 Room 112, first floor

Relative location:
Across from the office, between rooms 111 
and 113, on the first floor, in the center of the 
building

Links to other rooms:
Four entry/exit doors, two to the playground, 
two to the office hallway, as well as doors to 
the Boys’ and Girls’ change rooms.

Illustration:
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2.  On the map, color Asia in green.  
 Show the equator as a red line.  

  

Asia – Location
1.  Which word matches the definition?  Color the arrow that points to the 

correct word. You may use an atlas or a dictionary to help. 

continent                          

Equator

civilization

continent          

A large land mass.  There are seven 
of these on Earth.

An imaginary line running around 
the middle of the Earth in an east-
west direction.  It is half way 
between the North and South Poles.

A word that is used for a person who 
studies the Earth by looking at the 
features of the land, its weather, and 
where people live.

One of the two shapes made by 
cutting a sphere in half.

A

B

C

D

country

hemisphere

geographer

hemisphere
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Asia – Location 

relative 
location

absolute 
location

Describes location by using latitude and 
longitude to give a place’s exact location

Turkey is south of the Black Sea, east of 
Greece, north of Syria, and west of Iran

Mumbai is found at 18°N latitude and 72°E 
longitude

Describes the location of a place by using 
the features around it

A

B

C

D

2.  Match left to right to show your understanding of absolute and relative 
location.  You must match each box to two examples.  

   

  

a) Asia is the world’s smallest continent.

   TRUE    FALSE

b) Asia is almost entirely in the eastern hemisphere.

   TRUE    FALSE

c) The Arctic Ocean lies to the north of Asia.

   TRUE    FALSE

d) Europe is east of Asia.

   TRUE    FALSE

e) Antarctica is to the south of Asia.

   TRUE    FALSE

f) Russia is the largest country in Asia.

   TRUE    FALSE

1.  Circle  the word TRUE if the statement is true.  Circle  the word FALSE if it’s false. 

NAME: 
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ow do we describe the location of a 
place?  We can describe location in two 
ways.  We can tell exactly where it is, or 

we can describe where it is by using the things 
we find around it.  If we describe exactly where 
a place is, we are giving its absolute location.  
On a map, we can do this by looking at where 
lines of latitude and longitude cross.  When we 
describe the things around a place and the 
things that connect it to other places, we are 
describing its relative location.

 Asia is the world’s largest continent. It is 
so large that we cannot accurately describe its exact location. Why?  It is because 
Asia’s eastern boundary is near 170°W longitude, and its western boundary is near 35°E 
longitude, with approximately 8 000 miles between these two points! Because it is so 
large, it is very difficult to give its absolute location.  It is easier to describe Asia’s relative 
location by looking at those features and places around it.  

 To begin with, Asia is almost entirely in the eastern hemisphere, north of the Equator.
Like other continents, it has shorelines on several large bodies of water.   The Arctic 
Ocean lies to the north, the Indian Ocean to the south, and the Pacific Ocean to the 
east.  These bodies of water provide links between Asia and other parts of the globe.  
On its western border, Asia is linked to Europe by land.  Russia, the largest country in Asia, 
is located in both Europe and Asia! 

 Asia’s huge size and location makes it very interesting to geographers.  In Asia we 
find Mt. Everest, the tallest point on Earth.  The tropical rainforests of India and other 
southeastern Asian countries are very different from the frozen lands in Russia’s far north.  
The wide variety of ancient civilizations that have existed throughout Asia gives historical 
and cultural geographers interesting places and peoples to study.

H

Asia – Location

How can we best describe Asia’s location?

STOP

NAME: 
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Answer the questions in complete sentences.

Research and Applications

Asia – Location

3.  Which major bodies of water surround Asia?

4.  Why is it difficult to describe Asia’s exact location?

5.  Many atlases list the exact locations of the world’s major cities using latitude and 
longitude.  Using an atlas, find the exact location of the ten Asian cities of your 
choice.  Also list the country in which we find each city and the hemisphere(s) in 
which it is found.  Make a chart like this to help you organize the information you 
find.  One has been done for you.

   City Name Hemisphere Exact Location Country
    (give two)

   Bangkok northern and 13°N latitude Thailand
    eastern 100°E longitude

6.  Find Thailand on a map of Asia.  Using the features around it, describe its relative 
location.

7.  A challenge for you!  The city of Mumbai is located in India, on the Arabian Sea.  
How did its location affect how it developed as a city?  How has it changed over 
time?
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Crossword Puzzle!

Across
1 Well over half of the Earth’s 

_____ lives in Asia

4 _____ is the largest country in 
Asia

5 Underground trains that are 
very important in cities like 
Tokyo, Japan 

7 Every day, the things people 
do affect their ____

11 Asia is almost entirely in the 
eastern ____ 

12 The Malabar Coast in India is 
a region thick with ____

13 ______ describes how 
people, products and ideas 
move from place to place

Down
1 The building of the Three Gorges Dam is 

an example of a ____ human/environment 
interaction

2 A region is an area of land with ____ features
3 Imaginary line running east-west around the 

middle of the Earth
4 _____ location describes a place using the 

features around it
6 Hong Kong, Mumbai and Tokyo are cities with 

large sea ____ 
8 Asia is the world’s _____ continent
9 The Middle East is considered a cultural and 

____ center for many people
10 The Yangtze River is located in ____

unique
positive 
population
ports 
largest
subway
environment
Russia 
China 
hemisphere
rainforests
movement
equator
religious
relative

1 2

5

4

3

6

7

9

11

13

12

10

8
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Comprehension Quiz
30

SUBTOTAL:       /14

8

Label the map by doing the following:

1. Show the following features on the map
 by writing the letter on the map in the
 correct location.
    
 a) Asia       
 b) Europe
 c) Indian Ocean
 d) Pacific Ocean
 e) Africa

2. Color the equator red.

6

Part A

Part B

a) Most of Asia is north of the Equator

b) Asia is the world’s largest continent. 

c) More than half of all the people on Earth live in Asia.  

d) China and India each have more than one billion 
people.

e) Tigers and other endangered animals are safe from 
poachers.

f) Train travel in Asia’s busy cities, such as Tokyo, causes 
more pollution and traffic jams than cars alone.

g) Latitude and longitude are used to find a place’s 
relative location.

h) The word rural describes an area in the country or a 
remote area.

  Circle  the word TRUE if the statement is true.  Circle  the word FALSE if it 
is false.  

TRUE          FALSE

TRUE          FALSE

TRUE          FALSE

TRUE          FALSE

TRUE          FALSE

TRUE          FALSE

TRUE          FALSE

TRUE          FALSE
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Word Search

Asia
continent
equator
region
rural

languages
cultural

Find all of the words in the Word Search.  Words may be horizontal, vertical, 
or diagonal.  A few may even be backwards!  Look carefully!

movement
Internet

extinction
interaction

geographer
links

longitude

sea level
plateau

transportation
scooters

poaching
flood

civilization

latitude
urban
wildlife

features
coast

products
vehicles
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2.

The equator is the 

dark horizontal line. 

Asia is shaded.

1.

continent

Equator

geographer

hemisphere

A

B

C

D
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Using relative location 
because it is so vast

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

F

T

T

F

T

T

T

1.

2.

relative 

location – B, D

absolute 

location – A, C

Arctic Ocean, 
Indian Ocean, 
Pacific Ocean 
(Arabian Sea, 
Red Sea, and 

Mediterranean Sea 
may also be included)

Too vast to use 
latitude and longitude 
to pinpoint an exact 
location where these 

lines cross

Answers will vary

Possible answers:
east of Burma, 

north of Malaysia,
south of China,

west of Laos and 
Cambodia, etc.

Possible answers:  
Mumbai is an ancient 

city that grew 
during the period of 

European colonialism 
(i.e. Portugal, England) 

which helped 
develop the area 

for trade because its 
location provided an 
excellent harbor, etc.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

11

Across:

2. population

4. Russia

5. subway

7. environment

11. hemisphere

12. rainforests

13. movement

Down:

1. positive

2. unique

3. equator

4. relative

6. ports

8. largest

9. religious

10. China
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Answer the questions in complete sentences.

Research and Applications

Asia – Location

3.  Which major bodies of water surround Asia?

4.  Why is it difficult to describe Asia’s exact location?

5.  Many atlases list the exact locations of the world’s major cities using latitude and 
longitude.  Using an atlas, find the exact location of the ten Asian cities of your 
choice.  Also list the country in which we find each city and the hemisphere(s) in 
which it is found.  Make a chart like this to help you organize the information you 
find.  One has been done for you.

   City Name Hemisphere Exact Location Country
    (give two)

   Bangkok northern and 13°N latitude Thailand
    eastern 100°E longitude

6.  Find Thailand on a map of Asia.  Using the features around it, describe its relative 
location.

7.  A challenge for you!  The city of Mumbai is located in India, on the Arabian Sea.  
How did its location affect how it developed as a city?  How has it changed over 
time?

EASY MARKING ANSWER KEY


